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400 Torts I

Agnihotri, Richard & Perhay, Torts: Selected Louisiana Cases and Materials. (Available from Professor.)


402 Contracts
Fuller, Lon L., & Eisenberg et al., Basic Contract Law

Contract Law: Selected Source Materials Annotated 2013

ISBN 978-1-4548-1006-3


406 Family Law
Student Edition

407 Basic Civil Procedure


Prof. Stallworth

Aspen Publishers; ISBN: TBA; and


Prof. Diamond

Yeazell Basic Civil Procedure (latest edition)
Yeazell 2014-2015 FRCP and Case Law Supplement

Prof. Garrard

410 Learning Citizenship Through the Constitution
Materials will be provided by the Professor.

Prof. Jones

412 Constitutional Law I

Prof. Race (Evening)

413 Constitutional Law II

Current supplement.

Prof. Halpin


Prof. Rivera-Perez

ISBN: 9780773577176

Prof. Race

(Evening)

Stone Seidman, Constitutional Law (7th Edition)
2015-16 Case Law Supplement

Prof. Diamond

Prof. Augustine (Evening)

418 Criminal Procedure
Robert Bloom, *Cases in Criminal Procedure*.

Prof. Gathe (Evening)

420 Criminal Trial Procedure
Ghetti, “Anatomy of a Murder Trial” (Connelly Printing 2016)
(not available until August.)

Prof. Ghetti

421 Legal Analysis & Writing I

Prof. Stephenson

ISBN-10:1454828757

Prof. Woods (Evening)


ISBN 978-1-4548-2875-4


ISBN: 978-1454828754


Association of Legal Writing Directors & Darby Dickerson, *ALWD Citation Manual* (Most recent edition).

**Recommended materials:** *The Bluebook: A Uniform System of Citation* (Most recent edition).

428 Advanced Legal Analysis & Writing (All Sections)

429 Lawyering Process I
Materials to be announced.

502 Evidence
Harges and Jones', Louisiana Evidence: Cases, Problems and Materials
“textbooks” and select “Louisiana Evidence: Cases, Problems
and Materials” by Bobby Harges and Russell Jones with

Harges and Jones, Louisiana Evidence (Thomson-West 2016).

Grey, Shenequa L., An Anatomy of Louisiana Evidence Law: Code,
Commentary, Cases, & Problems, (Carolina Academic Press
2015) ISBN: 978-1-61163-819-6 (Order directly from publisher
at www.greyevidence.com for internet discount).

504 LA Civil Procedure I
Blaine LeCesne, Louisiana Civil Procedure: Cases and Materials,
First Edition (Esquire Books, Inc. 2010)

Blaine G. LeCesne, Code Supplement: Louisiana Civil Procedure

Louisiana Code of Civil Procedure, West’s Publishing. (Latest version)

509 Sales and Lease
West’s Louisiana Civil Code 2016 (Volume 1)
Lonegrass, Odinet, and Varnado, Sale, Lease, and Advanced
Obligations Casebook (to be provided by professor)
Required.

2. Louisiana Civil Code, Volume I (any edition after 2010 is sufficient)

3. Alain A. Levasseur & David Gruning, Louisiana Law of Sale and Lease:

512 Business Entities
Professor to provide material.

515 Commercial Paper
Whaley, Problems and Materials on Payment Law, Wolters Klumer/

Chomsky, et al., Selected Commercial Statutes for Payment Systems
Courses (West – 2013 or 2014 edition is acceptable.)
Ronald J. Mann, Payment Systems and Other Financial Transactions (Aspen 5th ed. 2011)

Ronald J. Mann, Elizabeth Warren, & Jay Lawrence Westbrook, Comprehensive Commercial Law Statutory Supplement (Aspen—2013 or later)

**516 Administration of Criminal Justice**
Text and materials to be announced by professor.

**517 Appellate Advocacy I**
Materials will be provided by professor.


**532 Professional Responsibility**
Thomas D. Morgan and Ronald D. Rotunda, 2014 Selected Standards on Professional Responsibility. (Foundation Press)
ISBN 978-1-60930-166-8

**564 Social Legislation**
Materials to be provided by professor.

**599 Successions & Donations**

Student Edition
Melissa T. Lonegrass, Louisiana Civil code (Latest Edition)
West Academic Publishing or Louisiana Civil Code, Vol 1-2016 Edition, Thomas Reuters and
ISBN: 978-1-5 9804-788-4


Prof. D. Jackson (Evening)

Materials will be posted on TWEN.

Louisiana Civil Code, West, current edition.

**601 Federal Jurisdiction and Procedure**

Prof. Thurman

603 International Trade Law
Materials will be provided by professor. Prof. Agnihotri

605 International Law
Janis and Noyes, International Law Cases and Materials, 4th ed. West. Prof. Franks

608 Workers Compensation
Materials to be provided by professor. Prof. Minor (Evening)

611 Conflict of Laws
Brilmayer, Goldsmith and O’Connor, Conflict of Laws and Materials, 6th Edition. Prof. Coon (Evening)


Louisiana Civil Code, latest edition.

References: Restatement Second, Conflict of Laws, The American Law Institute


613 Federal Income Tax

Federal Rules of Civil Procedure

620 Special Problems in Business
Materials provided by professor. Prof. Jenkins (Evening)

621 Admiralty
Professor will supply materials. Prof. Hooks

629 Advanced Federal Practice
Material to be provided by Professor. Prof. Schwab (Evening)

635 Human Rights In A Changing World
636 Consumer Law  
Material provided by professor.  
Prof. North  
(Day/Evening)

642 Clinical Education I  
Administrative/Civil  
Bankruptcy Clinic  
Criminal Clinic  
Domestic Violence Clinic  
Elder Clinic  
Extern Clinic  
Juvenile Clinic  
Tax Clinic  
Mediation Clinic  
Worker’s Compensation  
Worker’s Compensation Clinic  
West’s Louisiana Statutory Criminal Law and Procedure, latest edition  
Prof. Listach  
Prof. Hester  
Prof. Carmena  
Prof. Burden  
Prof. Jackson  
Prof. Listach  
Prof. Nash Grant  
Prof. Fasullo  
Prof. Washington  
Prof. Minor (Evening)  
Prof. Sorrells (Evening)  
Prof. Listach  
Prof. Nash  
Prof. Jackson  
Prof. Fasullo  

West’s Louisiana Code of Civil Procedure, latest ed.,  
Prof. Nash Grant  

West’s Louisiana Code of Evidence, latest ed.  
Prof. Washington  
Prof. Burden  


643 Law Review Workshop  
Jessica L. Clark & Kristen E. Murray, Scholarly Writing, 2d edition,  
Prof. Stephenson  

644 Moot Court Workshop  
Professor will provide materials.  
Prof. Listach  

645 Journal of Race, Gender & Poverty  
Professor will provide materials.  
Prof. Bell  

656 Advanced Civil Code  
Prof. Romaine (Evening)  

658 Advanced Torts  
Professor will provide material.  
Prof. S. Andrews  

659 Law Office Practice  
Professors will provide materials.  
Prof. Edwards  
Prof. Garrard (Evening)  

675 Juvenile Justice  
Professor will provide material.  
Prof. Nash Grant  

West’s Louisiana Code of Civil Procedure, latest ed.,  
Prof. Nash Grant  

West’s Louisiana Code of Evidence, latest ed.  
Prof. Washington  
Prof. Burden  


643 Law Review Workshop  
Jessica L. Clark & Kristen E. Murray, Scholarly Writing, 2d edition,  
Prof. Stephenson  

644 Moot Court Workshop  
Professor will provide materials.  
Prof. Listach  

645 Journal of Race, Gender & Poverty  
Professor will provide materials.  
Prof. Bell  

656 Advanced Civil Code  
Prof. Romaine (Evening)  

658 Advanced Torts  
Professor will provide material.  
Prof. S. Andrews  

659 Law Office Practice  
Professors will provide materials.  
Prof. Edwards  
Prof. Garrard (Evening)  

675 Juvenile Justice  
Professor will provide material.  
Prof. Nash Grant
**678 ADR**
Professor will provide material.  
Prof. Washington

**680 Legal Negotiations Seminar**
Professor will provide course material.  
Prof. Pitcher

**683 Legislative Drafting Seminar**
Seidman, Robert, Legislative Drafting for Democratic Social Change: A Manual for Drafters. (Soft cover)  
(Order book(s) directly for author by calling (617) 353-3140 or e-mail reseidman@acs.bu.edu).
Prof. R. Andrew

**700 Sports Law**
Prof. Smith

Other materials to be provided by the professor.

**703 Construction Law**
Professor will provide materials.  
Prof. Charbonnet

**704 Toxic Torts**
Perhay, Judith, Toxic Torts: Selected Cases and Materials. (Available from Professor.)  
Prof. Perhay

**710 Regulation of Toxic & Hazardous Substance**
Gaba, Jeffery M., Environmental Law, (West Pub.) Black Letter Series. Recommended but not required.  
Prof. Hardy

**768 Health Law**
Professor will provide materials.  
Prof. Race

**790 Statutory Analysis**
Materials provided by Professor  
Prof. Reed (Evening)  
Prof. Oko

**804 Real Estate Law Transactions**
Materials provided by Professor.  
Prof. Y. Martin  
Prof. Myles (Evening)
812 Labor and Employment Law


905 Intellectual Property
Prof. Thurman

929 Trial Advocacy Board
Prof. Grey

NOTE:
AUTHORIZED CHANGES MUST BE APPROVED BY THE VICE-CHAcerator.